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Mullen®  Shower 
System 

Choose a Mullen 
shower base to easily  
and quickly fashion a level-entry shower. The 
pre-sloped, safety-textured top surface means 
you get a ready-to-use shower base on day one. 
Match a Mullen with wall panels and you can !
have a finished shower in as little as 8 hours !
(a truly great advantage in homes that have only !
one bathroom). The 60" x 32" and 60" x 38" !
models are designed to replace a standard tub !
with a curbless, ‘0’ threshold shower.

Clamping bar  
and channel

The innovative clamping system provides !
a watertight connection between a Mullen 
shower base and adjacent floor coverings of 
vinyl, tile, and stone. Ramps are also available.

Pre-pitched 
drain planes

Wall flange

Clamping bar

Drain well 

11/8" thick

Safety textured 
surface

Vinyl flooringClamping bar

Mullen base

Drain 
connector

Fasteners  
are hidden.

Detail showing  
the safety textured 
surface and drain 
well of an alcove 
Mullen model.

▲
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Alcove Showers
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Models 26113 and 
26103 can be shortened 

as much as 11". Be sure to 
order a cut-to-length kit to put a 

new end cap on the unit after it’s cut.
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Cut up to 11" off 
either end or both ends 

of models 26108 and 26192. 
Every unit includes a cut-to-length 
kit for both ends.

# 26108

End View 
(26108 & 26192)
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well

End View 
(26113 & 26103)

All four alcove shower 
models can be cut to 
length to fit custom 
installation requirements.
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Corner Showers
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End View
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In one day a trained crew can replace your old tub 
with a modern, curbless, easy-entry shower.
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All corner showers have 
the same end profile.

BEFORE ▲

Tub-to-shower specialists arrive.!

The crew removes the old tub, shower controls and 
shower head. Cabinets, toilet, and other fixtures are set 
aside and protected if they are to be reinstalled. Tub area 
walls are stripped to the studs.!

After ensuring studs are plumb and structurally sound, 
blocking is added for a shower seat and plywood is 
fastened over the studs. Plywood provides unlimited 
options for adding grab bars wherever you need them.

8am
11am

12pm
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For installation tips, watch our videos: 
www.youtube/ARC1st

The wa!ed 
underside gives 
every Mullen great 
strength while 
reducing weight.
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Blocking is added between joists to support the perimeter 
and drain area of the Mullen shower base. The Mullen is 
set into position and carefully leveled, then secured with 
construction adhesive and fasteners driven into studs, 
joists, and blocking.!

New acrylic shower surround walls are installed, followed 
by grab bars and a shower seat.!

Vinyl is adhered to the floor and clamped into the Mullen 
for a watertight transition.!

The original vanity and sink are reinstalled as well as the 
faucet, shower controls, shower head, and toilet. 
Remodel complete!

2pm

3pm

4pm

5pm
AFTER ▲
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3/8"

11/16"

Mullen®  Shower 
Accessories 

Cut-to-length kit

Clamping channel 

Ramps mate with tile for a flush fit, or, by 
adding the tapered nose piece (included), 
allow use atop any floor. Ramps have a 1:8 
slope gradient.

71/2"

101/8" after connecting tapered nose piece

Fit tapered nose piece to  
ramp and secure it to the floor, 
then snap the cover strip into 
place to hide the  fasteners.

Cover strip

Ramp Kits

Cut-to-Length 
Kits

Tiling notch
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Tile  
adaptor

Ramp extends into 
clamping channel for a 

watertight seal.

Order 
left cut-to-
length kit for 
left hand alcove 
Mullen models, and 
right kit for right hand 
alcove Mullen models.

Clamping channel

# 26103/L with ramp

Clamping bar

Mullen

Mullen

Tile Adaptor Kits
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Ordering Information

Shower Base!
left or right hand

Extras? 
 cut-to-length kit, tile adaptor kit,  

ramp kit . . .
Drain Connector

Choose a left hand 
Mullen if you want the 
drain at the left end.

Choose a right hand 
Mullen if you want the 
drain at the right end.

# 26101/R# 26101/L

When ordering, select products in each color category below to ensure you have all necessary supplies.

Item Description Handing Item Code

60" x 32!" Mullen shower base left/right 26113

60" x 38!" Mullen shower base left/right 26103

72!" x 30!" Mullen shower base none 26108

72!" x 35" Mullen shower base none 26192

42" x 42" Mullen shower base none 26100

49"" x 30#" Mullen shower base left/right 26101

49"" x 34"" Mullen shower base left/right 26072

53"" x 30#" Mullen shower base left/right 26102

58$" x 30#" Mullen shower base left/right 26104

53"" x 34"" Mullen shower base left/right 26107

Drain connector — 2" dia. solvent weld shower drain none ARC550

Cut-to-length kit 1 — for 60" x 32" Mullen alcove models left/right 26114

Cut-to-length kit 2 — for 60" x 38!" Mullen alcove models left/right 26202

Tile adaptor kit 1 — one 59" section (fits 60" Mullen alcove models) none 26258

Tile adaptor kit 2 — one 70%" section, one 39!" section, and a corner 
connector

none 26259

Ramp kit 1 — one 56%" section (fits 60" Mullen alcove models) none 26271

Ramp kit 2 — one 70%" section, one 38!" section, and a corner 
connector

none 26272

++
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Ramps ensure easy access 
for above-floor installations.

The no-slip surface 
increases safety while 
permitting swift drainage.

An adaptor provides a crisp  
‘0’ threshold, finished edge  

between tile and shower.

Mullen models are 
available for corner 

and alcove locations.

The clamping system ensures a watertight 
transition with surrounding floor coverings.

Install Mullen shower bases in any 
situation: in concrete, on concrete, 
on joists, on wood subfloor, or on 
top of a finished floor.

Many convenience features make 
installations fast and secure.


